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involve more the US community
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vanilla new physics

non-minimal models

Search beyond the streetlight

not sexy

not mainstream

new theories 

nobody has though of yet

‘weird’ signatures

soft stuff

Ensure long-term impact of results, 
use in global analyses, etc.

“…. understand what someone outside your research 
project (or you in 5-10 years!) would need to know  
about your data in order to build on your work.” [GitHub]

“a platform for continued discussion of topics related to the BSM 
(re)interpretation of LHC data, including the development of the 

necessary public tools and related infrastructure.”
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We want to know what all the LHC and other data tell us 
about the TeV scale and beyond



Three days of intense discussions of methods & tools, 

recent recasting studies, material provided by the 

experiments, open data, machine learning, etc.  

Wrapping up this meeting

• What were your expectations 
of this meeting?


• Where they met?

• Are there aspects/topics we 

are missing?

• Comments for the future?

Request: contribute to the twiki! There’s a long list of topics and activities, 

everybody’s help needed to keep documentation up to date. Don’t hesitate

to add content, create subpages, and so on.



Shall we aim at a writeup

(whitepaper, yellow report, …)


before the end of Run 2?

Next meeting: early 2018 (Spring?) at CERN 
+ possibly topical sub-group meetings before  
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